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By Mikhail Shishkin

Deep Vellum Publishing, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 210 x 133 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. A welcome volume of stories from Russia s finest
contemporary fiction writer, Mikhail Shishkin, full of his typical fusing of mysticism and modernist
experimentation. --Sam Sacks, Wall Street Journal The first English-language collection of short
stories by Russia s greatest contemporary author, Mikhail Shishkin, the only author to win all three
of Russia s most prestigious literary awards. Often included in discussions of Nobel Prize contenders,
Shishkin is a master prose writer in the breathtakingly beautiful style of the greatest Russian
authors, known for complex, allusive novels about universal and emotional themes. Shishkin s
stories read like modern versions of the eternal literature written by his greatest inspirations: Boris
Pasternak, Ivan Bunin, Leo Tolstoy, and Mikhail Bulgakov. Shishkin s short fiction is the perfect
introduction to his breathtaking oeuvre, his stories touch on the same big themes as his novels,
spanning discussions of love and loss, death and eternal life, emigration and exile. Calligraphy
Lesson spans Shishkin s entire writing career, including his first published story, the 1993 Debut
Prize--winning Calligraphy Lesson, and his most recent story Nabokov s Inkblot,...
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ReviewsReviews

It is great and fantastic. Sure, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ivy Hilll DDS-- Ivy Hilll DDS

It in just one of my personal favorite book. I was able to comprehended every little thing out of this published e publication. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Isa a c O lson-- Isa a c O lson
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